Year 12: Phase Two Work
Coursework: On Chesil Beach

Key information about the coursework
•

•

•

•

You will be writing a 2500-3500 word assignment based on the reading of two
prose texts by different authors, one published pre-2000 and one published post2000 (On Chesil Beach).
The task for this assignment must allow learners to show knowledge and
understanding of ways in which texts relate to one another and to literary
traditions, movements and genres. Learners are also required to consider the
significance of different cultural and contextual influences in relation to their
chosen texts.
This component is designed to enable learners to pursue wider reading that is of
interest to them and to undertake independent and sustained studies of literary
texts. In selecting a text from post-2000, learners are given the opportunity to
engage with, and reflect on, literature published within their own lifetime.
You will be assessed on AO1, AO2, AO3, AO4 & AO5.

1) Look at Chapter 1 again (pages 3-33).
a) Create a ‘Themes’ sheet and prepare notes and evidence from ‘On Chesil Beach’ on
the Florence and Edward’s different ‘feelings’ with regard to their wedding night.
b) Write an essay response: How does McEwan characterise the differences in
expectation and anxiety shown by Edward and Florence in chapter 1 of ‘On
Chesil Beach’.
2) Based on your reading of the first three chapters of the novel, make notes on the ways in
which Florence is depicted as being a victim.
3) The Themes of Sex, Gender and Desire: Complete the following tasks:

a) Answer the following questions. Write two paragraphs for each question.
i) To what extent is sex presented in terms of power relations in which women are
oppressed?
ii) Judith Butler believes that gender and even sex itself is constructed by society? In
what way do you think this is true in relations to ‘On Chesil Beach’?

4) Reading pages 37 to 75.
a) Reading over pages 49 to 56 – skimming for key quotations and evidence – what do
you find out about Florence’s relationship with her:
i) Mother? Write a PEE
ii) Father? Write a PEE
b) In what ways are both Florence and Edward from dysfunctional families? Consider:
• Florence’s abuse (find quote)
• Florence’s father being an oppressive patriarch (find quote)
• Edward’s mother’s brain damage (find quote)
• Edwards’s home and the sense of pretence about normality (quote)

5) Complete the Flip Learning Sheet on Places in On Chesil Beach.

6) Read up to page 95.
a) Find at least two key quotes from the novel for the following themes:
•
•
•
•

Patriarchy
Women as Victims
Dysfunctional relationships
Power

FLIP Learning Worksheet | On Chesil Beach | Places |
Annotate the extract. Answer the questions as you go.
1. Where is Chesil Beach? What is geographically interesting about it?

2. Where is the Hundred Club and why is it famous?

3. Why is Bloomsbury an important place in 20th-century literary history? By cycling through it,
what sort of image of himself do you think Edward is trying to project?

4. Briefly compare and contrast the Albert and Wigmore Halls. What does Florence’s preference
for the latter imply about her character?

